2018 Winter Cat Season
Our 2018 winter season was a harsh one, with a much deeper snowpack than
previously seen throughout the last decade. With hunters who were unable to come
until later in February, this brought along many challenges. Temperatures were cold,
and the deep snow sucked our snow machines deep into the powder, giving us all a
good workout digging them out!

We started things oﬀ with our good friend and client Matt
Schmitt. This was Matt’s first cougar hunt, and he was not
sure what to expect. Matt’s work back home keeps him on
the run, and he told us shortly before arriving that he had to
leave early to keep things rolling back home. We told him we
would do our best to accommodate the shortened schedule.
When we said that, we didn’t know just how good things
would go! On day one we were on a good cat track, following
it down through some incredibly steep country into sheep
winter range. I told Matt that this was a cat we needed to
take, no matter the gender, in order to save some ewes and
lambs who typically winter below. He never batted an eye.
We let the dogs loose, and the chase was on! They quickly
treed the large female, and when Matt arrived, he leaned into
a tall Ponderosa Pine and let the projectile fly. The cougar fell
from the heights and was quickly dispatched by another
handy shot from Matt. The crew was all smiles, hounds
included! The big female was roughly 130lbs, and had an
incredible blend of black, dark brown and tan hairs spread
throughout her hide. One of the prettiest hides our
experienced Houndsman Robin Lee said he has ever seen in
his 25 years of chasing big cats. Knowing we harvested a
large barren female, and one who was quite obviously
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preying upon our sheep herds below, made it all the sweeter. Our goal at Arcadia is proper wildlife
management of each and every species, and when an outfitter chooses to harvest solely large toms, the Cat
populations suﬀer. A balance needs to be maintained. Especially when that balance is being upset in the
sensitive sheep populations who are defenseless against these perfect predators. Harvesting the odd female
is a great management tool, and one we will continue to employ here. We oﬀer some discounted hunts for
these females, so feel free to inquire.
After successfully harvesting his big female cougar, Matt had two days left with us. We spent the remaining
time searching for a big Tom, and a bobcat. We have an abundance of bobcat within a five mile stretch
around our main basecamp. After running the roads the next day, we quickly came across a good bobcat track
and started the chase. Though small, these cats are wily and sure made the dogs work for it! When they finally
treed him, we post-holed through the deep snow and came upon him looking down at the hounds barking
below. Matt made another quick clean shot and made all of the dog’s hard work well worthwhile. These
bobcats have some of the softest fur of any animal in North America. If you have not yet harvested one for
yourself, it is time you do so. They are truly a magnificent animal to behold.
Next up we had Donnie Vincent. Donnie was a bit
leery of chasing cats at first. He did not know what
to expect, believing that our Houndsman would
simply let his hounds loose, they would run the cat
down, and we would drive right up to it and shoot.
A hunt like that is not in Donnie’s genetic makeup.
Lucky for him, we are able to accommodate the
challenges a hunter may desire here at Arcadia.
Upon arrival, we noticed a good sized cat track
crossing the road into Ranchland and the sheep
and deer ranges below. We gained access to the
private area, and quickly set out on our own two
feet, tracking the cat’s every movement. The river
breaks of the Fraser Canyon typically burn oﬀ quite
early on, leaving no snowpack to successfully track
in. Lucky for us, this year’s heavy snowpack and
cold weather left a light dusting in the river breaks,
and we were able to follow the cougar along his
route as he hunted. It was amazing to see where he
would creep slowly out onto the bluﬀ systems, and
then vanish completely. We would search in a grid
pattern all around, and usually find him 40-50 feet
below, where he leaped upon groups of bedded
sheep and feeding deer. We could see the scramble
of tracks in the snow as predator and prey alike

took flight. We followed this story unfolding
along the river for a full day and a half on our
own two feet. This area is too steep and
dangerous to let the dogs simply run wild, so it
was up to us. Halfway through our second day of
tracking, I looked down and told Donnie, “These
tracks are getting way more fresh. Notice the
vibrant blood in the pad?” This rock-crawling
cougar was distinguishable by a persistent
blood drop in his right toe pad. Not five minutes
after saying this did we round the corner and
find the big Tom feeding upon a recently killed
mule deer doe, under a fallen pine. The cat leapt
oﬀ, giving us no time for a shot with Donnie’s
bow. We remained persistent and followed him
deep into a steep creek canyon, walking on top
of the ice floe as we carefully wound our way
along. We continued to drive him up the canyon,
and at last managed to push him up and out,
where he crossed the main road and was finally
in a safe zone for the dogs to begin the chase
where we left oﬀ. By this point, Donnie, William
and myself were all exhausted, but the real
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chase was just beginning. The dogs hounded the
big tom for another 5 miles, before the collars
finally read that he was treed. We drove up the mountain on the Skidoos, getting as close as we could. This
still left us with a 2 mile hike up the mountain through deep snow to the tree the cat was bayed up in. Upon
arrival, he immediately bailed out, and was on the run again. We continued the chase, and after another half
mile, finally caught up with him once again. Donnie let a masterful arrow fly, and the cougar quickly expelled
his remaining energy in the timber below. This big Tom weighed in at 175lbs, and after aging him with the
Biologists after our hunt was complete, found him to be only three years old!! We could not believe it. To have
an animal reach such a large size in so short a time, truly shows how successful this predator really was.
Undoubtedly we managed to save multiple deer and sheep in the harvest of this elite hunter.
After witnessing the number and size of some of the cats in our concession, we are striving to harvest a few
more from here on out. Cougar and wolves are constantly moving into our area following the mule deer
migration, so there is no shortage of big cats to be found. If you are interested in harvesting North America’s
largest feline predator, or desire the more graceful beauty of the Bobcat or Lynx, make sure to give us a call or
email. We have no shortage of any of the above species, and Arcadia’s country entertains some of the most
beautiful winter wonderland a person can hope to see. For information regarding 2019 hunts and beyond,
please see our website or inquire for further information. Our 2019 season is now full except for one remaining
spot, but we are also currently booking for 2020. Experience a winter hunt now!

